We show that there exists a large class of such configurations which have lower energy than the Coulomb solution.
(1) A static external source was defined as one which has vanishing space components: j;bd = 6u0qa(x) , a = l,...,n where n is the order of the gauge group. It was shown that in this case, all the group invariants build out of qa(x) (such as C(z) = qa(x) qa(x) , for a=1 example) are time independent.
(2) We agreed to specify the external sources by giving at each space point x', the values of the r independent group invariants Cl (3 ,...,Cr& that can be build out of qa(x); r is the rank of the gauge group. It is our purpose to try to solve the Yang-Mills equations:
(DP F'v)a = 6" qa( for both $ = AT (g,to) and IJJ = EF(g,to). The energy of the configuration (3.4) is given by:
We thus require:
There are many choices of F,G and A for which H is lower than the energy of the Coulomb solution (3.2). One such choice is: To calculate the energy we introduce a short distance cutoff 6. We find for 6 + 0 and for p < 1 (otherwise our configuration has an infrared divergence in its magnetic energy): 
We wish to make the following further comments:
The 
